
Activities to Develop Your Memory

Memory Aide Activity: Chunking
Go to your Memory Development document, page 2, and please read the information on "Chunking and
Lists of Words". Then, listen to the audio file “Recording 1_Memory Aide Activity Chunking” ONE TIME
and, applying this technique, notate in chunks/lists of words, what you hear. Then, using your notes,
record yourself as if you were the speaker in the original recording. Finally, compare the original
recording, your notes, and your new recording to see how much you were able to capture.

Repeat the same process for the audio file “Recording 2_Memory Aide Activity Chunking”. Make notes of
what was easy and what was a challenge so that you can continue working on that to improve your
memory.

You can do this activity with any type of audio/video file that is clear and lasts no more than 30 seconds.

Memory Aide Activity: Mind-Mapping
For the following list of common prefixes, come up with at least 5 real words (not made up words!)
that start with them. They can be hyphenated words. Do it in sections/batches as listed below in different
times so that you practice this activity with new information each time. Make sure to check the dictionary
for confirmation that a word exists, and make sure not to “cop out” by using opposites each time (for
example: don’t say pre-operative and post-operative only. Come up with a root word for post- that you
didn’t use for pre-).

Item BATCH 1 BATCH 2 BATCH 3 BATCH 4 BATCH 5

1 a-, an- en- in- non- syn-

2 anti- ex- ir- omni- sym-

3 auto- hetero- inter- over- tele-

4 co- homo-, homeo- intra-, intro- post- trans-

5 com-, con- hyper- macro- pre- tri-

6 contra- hypo- mega- pro- un-

7 de- im- micro- sub- uni-

8 dys- il- mono- supra- up-
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